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Parameter-uniformAbstract In this article, a parameter-uniform numerical method for a weakly coupled system of
singularly perturbed reaction–convection–diffusion problems with discontinuous source term con-
taining two small parameters multiplied to the highest and second highest derivative is presented. A
fitted mesh method using an upwind finite difference scheme on piecewise-uniform Shishkin mesh is
constructed. Error analysis is undertaken and numerical results are provided to support the theo-
retical error bounds.
 2016 Faculty of Engineering, Ain Shams University. Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. This is an
open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).1. Introduction
Singular perturbation problems (SPPs) arise in many fields of
applied mathematics, engineering and biological sciences such
as fluid dynamics, electrical and electronic circuits and systems,
electrical power systems, aerospace systems, nuclear reactors,
biology and ecology [1]. In many applications [2,3], singularly
perturbed convection–diffusion–reaction problems play a
prominent role. SPPs are characterized by the presence of
one or more small positive parameters multiplying the deriva-
tives of the differential equations. Due to these small parame-ters, it is very difficult to obtain satisfactory numerical
solutions for such problems. The solution to these problems
show a multi-scale character i.e., the solution varies very
rapidly in a narrow region whereas it varies slowly and uni-
formly outside these regions. This leads to boundary and/or
interior layers in the solution to the problems. As classical
numerical methods fail to ensure good approximations to these
problems, one has to opt for non-classical methods. Details
about the methods are seen in the book authored by Farrell
et al. [4]. In the literature, articles mainly based on SPPs con-
taining single second order ordinary differential equations are
found. But only few authors have developed robust numerical
methods for a system of singularly perturbed convection–diffu-
sion as well as reaction–diffusion problems on smooth data
[5–10]. Very few researchers opt for problems with non-smooth
data [11–14]. The coupled system of singularly perturbed reac-
tion–diffusion problems has applications in the modelling of
various physical phenomena such as the turbulent interaction
of waves and currents [6,15], predator prey population dyna-
mics [16], electro analytical chemistry [17] and the Oseendiﬀusion
2 P.M. Basha, V. Shanthiequations, which arise when using a fixed-point iteration to solve
the Navier–Stokes equations written in velocity–pressure form,
for large Reynolds number [18]. The coupled system of
singularly perturbed convection–diffusion problems prevails in
the modeling of optimal control situations and in certain
resistance-capacitor electrical circuits [19]. A linearized
Navier–Stokes equations written in rotation form will yield
singularly perturbed convection–diffusion systems for large
Reynolds number [18].
Problems having two small parameters e and l associated
with diffusion and convection terms respectively of the differen-
tial equations are called two-parameter SPPs. The applications
of these type of problems are in chemical reactor theory, dc
motor analysis [20,21], lubrication theory [22], biology and
chemistry. O’Malley [23] examined the nature of the asymptotic
solution of two parameter singularly perturbed boundary value
problems and identified that the ratio of l2 to e was significant.
After few decades, several researchers were attracted to work
on two-parameter SPPs. The standard upwind finite difference
scheme on Shishkin mesh was considered in [24,25] and proved
to be the first order parameter-uniform convergence. A param-
eter robust second order numerical method was constructed
using a combination of central difference, mid-point and
upwind schemes for singularly perturbed two-parameter prob-
lem by Gracia et al. [26]. Kumar [27] considered a numerical
method involving classical finite difference scheme on a vari-
able mesh. Shanthi et al. [28] proposed a robust numerical
method using classical upwind finite difference scheme on
Shishkin mesh for two-parameter SPPs with discontinuous
source term. Using an adaptive grid technique, Mohapatra
[29] derived a numerical scheme using the classical upwind finite
difference scheme for two-parameter SPPs with smooth and
non-smooth data. Das and Mehrmann [30] considered a linear
1-D singularly perturbed parabolic convection–diffusion–reac
tion problems with two small parameters using a moving
mesh-adaptive algorithm to solve numerically and presented
the first-order parameter-uniform convergence.
So far, up to the knowledge of the authors, no one is con-
sidered the two-parameter problem for systems with non-
smooth data. Therefore, in this article, we have extended the
analysis of single two-parameter problem with discontinuous
source term given in [28] to the system of equations with dis-
continuous source terms except at the point of discontinuity.
We have adopted the procedure followed in [31] at the point
of discontinuity. A classical upwind finite difference scheme
is used on piecewise-uniform Shishkin mesh to solve the system
numerically. Motivated by the works of [24,26,28,31], we have
developed a parameter-uniform numerical method to solve the
following weakly coupled system of singularly perturbed reac
tion–convection–diffusion problems with discontinuous source
terms:
8 x 2 X [ Xþ;
P1yðxÞ  ey001ðxÞ  la1ðxÞy01ðxÞ þ b11ðxÞy1ðxÞ þ b12ðxÞy2ðxÞ
¼ f1ðxÞ; ð1Þ
P2yðxÞ  ey002ðxÞ  la2ðxÞy02ðxÞ þ b21ðxÞy1ðxÞ þ b22ðxÞy2ðxÞ
¼ f2ðxÞ; ð2Þ
f1ðdÞ– f1ðdþÞ; f2ðdÞ – f2ðdþÞ; ð3ÞPlease cite this article in press as: P.M. Basha, V. Shanthi, Fitted mesh method for
problems with discontinuous source term, Ain Shams Eng J (2016), http://dx.doi.orwith the boundary conditions
y1ð0Þ ¼ y1;0; y1ð1Þ ¼ y1;1; y2ð0Þ ¼ y2;0; y2ð1Þ ¼ y2;1; ð4Þ
where 0 < e 6 1; 0 6 l 6 1 are two small positive parameters.
Assume that the functions a1ðxÞ; a2ðxÞ; b11ðxÞ; b12ðxÞ;
b21ðxÞ; b22ðxÞ are sufficiently smooth and satisfy the following
conditions:
a1ðxÞP a1 > 0; a2ðxÞP a2 > 0; ð5Þ
b12 6 0; b21 6 0; ð6Þ
b11ðxÞ > jb12ðxÞj; b22ðxÞ > jb21ðxÞj; 8 x 2 X; ð7Þ
b11ðxÞ þ b12ðxÞP b1 > 0; b21ðxÞ þ b22ðxÞP b2 > 0: ð8Þ
Here X ¼ ð0; 1Þ; X ¼ ð0; dÞ; Xþ ¼ ðd; 1Þ; d 2 X.
Also, we assume that a ¼ minfa1; a2g; b ¼ minfb1; b2g and
c ¼ minfc1; c2g, where c1 ¼ min b11þb12a1
n o
, c2 ¼ min b21þb22a2
n o
.
The source terms f1; f2 are sufficiently smooth on X n fdg.
Due to this discontinuity, interior layers arise in the solution
of the problem. The jump at d is denoted in any function w
with ½wðdÞ ¼ wðdþÞ  wðdÞ. Because f1; f2 are discontinuous
at the point d, the solutions y1; y2 do not necessarily have a
continuous second order derivatives at the point d, but the first
derivatives of y1; y2 exist and are continuous.
When l ¼ 1, the problem (1)–(4) is a well-known convec-
tion–diffusion problem [8,10] and a boundary layer of width
OðeÞ appears in the neighbourhood of x= 0 and when
l ¼ 0, it is a reaction–diffusion problem [6,11] and the bound-
ary layers of width Oð ﬃﬃep Þ appear in the neighbourhood of
both x= 0 and x= 1. We consider the two cases (i)
l2 6 ca
 
e and (ii) l2 P ca
 
e for the analysis of the two-
parameter problem. In the first case, the problem is close to
reaction–diffusion type whereas the second case is more com-
plex. In the case of l2 6 ca
 
e, layers of width Oð ﬃﬃep Þ appear in
the neighbourhood of x= 0 and x= 1 for both the solution
components. In the second case of l2 P ca
 
e, a layer of width
OðelÞ appears in the neighbourhood of x= 0 and a layer of
width OðlÞ appears near x= 1.
The problem (1)–(4) has a solution
y1; y2 2 C0ðXÞ \ C1ðXÞ \ C2ðX [ XþÞ and the vector form of
the problem is written as follows:
Pe;lyðxÞ ey00ðxÞlAðxÞy0ðxÞþBðxÞyðxÞ ¼ fðxÞ; x 2X [Xþ;
yð0Þ ¼ y0; yð1Þ ¼ y1;
j½fðdÞj6C;
where yðxÞ ¼ y1ðxÞ
y2ðxÞ
 















The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
some analytical results of the continuous problem are
discussed. The numerical method is described in Section 3.
Error analysis of the method is carried out in Section 4.
Numerical examples are provided in Section 5 to support the
theoretical analysis and finally conclusions are given in
Section 6.a weakly coupled system of singularly perturbed reaction–convection–diﬀusion
g/10.1016/j.asej.2016.05.006
Fitted mesh method for a weakly coupled system 3Throughout this article, C denotes a positive generic
constant independent of the nodal points, mesh size, the
perturbation parameters e; l and the dimension of the
discrete problem N and k:k denotes the pointwise maximum
norm.2. Theoretical results of continuous problem
In this section, the maximum principle, stability result and
derivative estimates are established for the Boundary Value
Problem (BVP) (1)–(4).
Let the operator Pe;l satisfies the following maximum prin-
ciple on X.
Lemma 1 (Maximum principle). Suppose that yðxÞ 2 C0ðXÞ\
C2ðX [ XþÞ satisfies yð0ÞP 0; yð1ÞP 0; Pe;lyðxÞP 0;
8 x 2 X [ Xþ and ½y0ðdÞ 6 0, then yðxÞP 0; 8 x 2 X.
Proof. Suppose there exists a function t ¼ ðt1; t2ÞT; t1; t2 2
C0ðXÞ \ C2ðX [ XþÞ such that tð0Þ > 0; tð1Þ > 0;
Pe;ltðxÞ > 0 and ½t0ðdÞ < 0.







Assume that the theorem is not true. i.e., yðxÞ < 0.




ðx0Þ ¼ g or y2t2
 
ðx0Þ ¼ g or both.
Further, x0 2 X [ Xþ or x0 ¼ d. Also
ðyþ gtÞðxÞP 0; 8 x 2 X.
Case-(i): ðy1 þ gt1Þðx0Þ ¼ 0, for x0 2 X [ Xþ. It implies
that ðy1 þ gt1Þ attains a minimum at x ¼ x0. Therefore,
0 < P 1e;lðy þ gtÞðx0Þ ¼ eðy1 þ gt1Þ00ðx0Þ  la1ðx0Þðy1þ gt1Þ0
ðx0Þþb11ðx0Þðy1þgt1Þðx0Þþb12ðx0Þðy2þgt2Þðx0Þ6 0, which
is a contradiction.
Case-(ii): ðy1 þ gt1Þðx0Þ ¼ 0, for x0 ¼ d. It implies that
ðy1 þ gt1Þ attains a minimum at x ¼ x0. Therefore,
0 6 ½ðy1 þ gt1Þ0ðx0Þ ¼ ½y01ðdÞ þ g½t01ðdÞ < 0, which is a
contradiction.
Case-(iii): ðy2 þ gt2Þðx0Þ ¼ 0; x0 2 X [ Xþ. Similar to
Case-(i), it leads to a contradiction.
Case-(iv): ðy2 þ gt2Þðx0Þ ¼ 0; x0 ¼ d. Similar to Case-(ii), it
leads to a contradiction.
Hence yðxÞP 0; 8 x 2 X. h
Lemma 2 (Stability). Let y be the solution of (1)–(4), then
kykX 6 maxfjy0j; jy1jg þ 1b fkfkX[Xþg.
Proof. Let M ¼ M
M
 
¼ maxfjy0j; jy1jg þ 1b fkfkX[Xþg and
also let wðxÞ ¼ M yðxÞ with w1 ðxÞ ¼ M y1ðxÞ and
w2 ðxÞ ¼M y2ðxÞ.
Clearly, wð0ÞP 0; wð1ÞP 0.Please cite this article in press as: P.M. Basha, V. Shanthi, Fitted mesh method for
problems with discontinuous source term, Ain Shams Eng J (2016), http://dx.doi.orP1w

1 ðxÞ ¼ ðey001ðxÞ  la1ðxÞy01ðxÞÞ þ b11ðxÞðM y1ðxÞÞ
þ b12ðxÞðM y2ðxÞÞ
¼ ðb11ðxÞ þ b12ðxÞÞM P1yðxÞ
P bmaxfjy0j; jy1jg þ kf1k  f1ðxÞ P 0:




ðxÞP 0; 8x 2 X [ Xþ.
Also, we have ½ðwÞ0ðdÞ ¼ ½y0ðdÞ ¼ 0.
Then by maximum principle, we have wðxÞP 0; 8x 2 X,
which gives the desired result. h
The following bounds on the derivatives can be obtained by
using the procedure given in [24,26].
Lemma 3 (Bounds on the derivatives). Assuming that
a1; a2; b11; b12; b21; b22 2 C2ðXÞ and f1; f2 2 C2½ðX [ XþÞ[
f0; 1g, the derivatives of the solution y of (1)–(4) satisfy the
following bounds
kyðkÞk 6 C
ð ﬃﬃep Þk 1þ lﬃﬃep
 k !
maxfkyk; kfkg; k ¼ 1; 2;
kyð3Þk 6 C




ð ﬃﬃep Þ4 1þ lﬃﬃep
 4 !
maxfkyk; kfk; kf0k; kf00kg:2.1. Decomposition of the solution
In order to obtain parameter-uniform error bounds, we
decompose the solution of (1)–(4) into regular and singular
components y ¼ v þ wl þ wr , where v is the regular compo-
nent of the solution y and wl ; w

r are the left and right singu-
lar components respectively of the solution y defined as
Pv ¼ f; vð0Þ; vþð1Þ suitably chosen;
Pwl ¼ 0; wl ð0Þ ¼ yð0Þ  vð0Þ  wr ð0Þ; wþl ð1Þ ¼ 0;
Pwr ¼ 0; wr ð0Þ suitably chosen; wþr ð1Þ ¼ yð1Þ  vþð1Þ:
We first consider the case of l2 6 ca
 
e:
The regular component v can be written as



















solutions of the following problems:




















; x 2 X [ Xþ:












; x 2 X [ Xþ;
v3 ð0Þ ¼ vþ3 ð1Þ ¼ 0:a weakly coupled system of singularly perturbed reaction–convection–diﬀusion
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4 P.M. Basha, V. ShanthiIt is easy to verify that v satisfies
Pe;lv
 ¼ fðxÞ; x 2 X [ Xþ;












































Similarly the singular components wl and w

r are defined
respectively as the solution of the following equations:
Pe;lw

l ¼ 0; x2X [Xþ; wl ð0Þ ¼ yð0Þ vð0Þ; wþl ð1Þ ¼ 0;
Pe;lw

r ¼ 0; x2X [Xþ; wr ð0Þ ¼ 0; wþr ð1Þ ¼ yð1Þ vþð1Þ;
½wl ðdÞ ¼½vðdÞ ½wr ðdÞ; ½w0lðdÞ ¼½v0ðdÞ w0rðdÞ
h i
:
The following Lemmas 4–7 can be proved by using the
maximum principle, stability result and the procedure adopted
in [24,26,28].
Lemma 4. When l2 6 ca
 
e, the smooth component v satisfies





; 0 6 k 6 4:
Lemma 5. When l2 6 ca
 
e, the singular components wl and w

r



























Now, we consider the second case l2 P ca
 
e: The regular

















2 are the solutions of the following problems:
Plv









2 ¼ v001ðxÞ; x 2 X [Xþ; v2 ðd;lÞ; vþ2 ð1;lÞ are chosen;
ð11Þ
where Plz ¼ lAðxÞz0 þ BðxÞz.
Choose v3 2 C0ðXÞ [ C1ðXÞ [ C2ðX [ XþÞ such that
Pe;lv

3 ¼ v002; x 2 X [ Xþ;
v3 ð0Þ ¼ vþ3 ð1Þ ¼ 0:
Similarly the singular components wl and w

r are defined
respectively as the solution of the following equations:Please cite this article in press as: P.M. Basha, V. Shanthi, Fitted mesh method for
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
l ¼ 0; x 2 X [ Xþ; wl ð0Þ ¼ yð0Þ  vð0Þ  wr ð0Þ;
wþl ð1Þ ¼ 0;
Pe;lw

r ¼ 0; x 2 X [ Xþ; wr ð0Þ suitably chosen;
wþr ð1Þ ¼ yð1Þ  vþð1Þ;
wr ðdÞ

  ¼  vðdÞ










Lemma 6. When l2 P ca
 
e, the smooth component v satisfies
the following bounds:




; 0 6 k 6 4:
Lemma 7. When l2 P ca
 
e, the singular components wl and w

r




















where h1 ¼ ale and h2 ¼ c2l.
Thus the solution of y of (1)–(4) can be written as follows:
yðxÞ ¼
vðxÞ þ wl ðxÞ þ wr ðxÞ; x 2 X;
vðdÞ þ wl ðdÞ þ wr ðdÞ ¼ vþðdþÞ þ wþl ðdþÞ
þwþr ðdþÞ; x ¼ d;
vþðxÞ þ wþl ðxÞ þ wþr ðxÞ; x 2 Xþ:
8>><>>:
3. Discrete problem
In this section, a fitted mesh method for the continuous prob-
lem is introduced. A classical upwind finite difference scheme is
used on a piecewise-uniform Shishkin mesh to obtain the
numerical solution. The construction of the mesh of N inter-
vals on the domain X is as follows:
X is divided into six subintervals as
X ¼ ½0; s1 [ ½s1; d s2 [ ½d s2; d [ ½d; dþ s3 [ ½dþ s3; 1
 s4 [ ½1 s4; 1;
where s1; s2; s3; s4 are the transition parameters given by





























and h1; h2 are defined in the previous section.
On the intervals ½0; s1; ½d s2; d; ½d; dþ s3 and ½1 s4; 1,
a uniform mesh with N
8
mesh intervals is placed, whereas
½s1; d s2 and ½dþ s3; 1 s4 have a uniform mesh with N4




The interior points of the mesh are denoted bya weakly coupled system of singularly perturbed reaction–convection–diﬀusion
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Table 1 Maximum point-wise errors ENe;l and e-uniform maximum pointwise errors E
N
l for y1 of Example 1 for l ¼ 210 for various
values of e and N.
e Number of mesh points N
26 27 28 29 210 211
20 5.1743E05 1.3169E05 3.4016E06 8.9462E07 2.3493E07 5.3574E08
22 1.8350E04 4.8025E05 1.3020E05 3.6926E06 1.0720E06 2.7221E07
24 4.9267E04 1.3193E04 3.7110E05 1.1084E05 3.4144E06 9.1679E07
26 9.2674E04 2.4508E04 6.7466E05 1.9687E05 6.2499E06 1.7621E06
28 1.6280E03 4.2993E04 1.4385E04 5.4147E05 2.0424E05 6.3439E06
210 5.1511E03 1.6450E03 5.7294E04 2.1478E04 8.0748E05 2.5030E05
212 1.9409E02 6.4529E03 2.2644E03 8.4795E04 3.1810E04 9.8472E05
214 5.3761E02 2.3932E02 8.7329E03 3.2945E03 1.2360E03 3.8240E04
216 6.9118E02 4.0204E02 1.8693E02 8.5854E03 3.6210E03 1.2644E03
218 8.8974E02 5.1476E02 2.6491E02 1.2856E02 5.7727E03 2.0243E03
220 1.0406E01 5.8937E02 4.3572E02 2.3527E02 1.1818E02 4.2624E03
222 1.5704E01 1.0404E01 6.1675E02 3.3366E02 1.7264E02 6.5469E03
224 1.8106E01 1.3049E01 7.9169E02 5.0761E02 2.7169E02 1.0518E02
226 1.8851E01 1.3951E01 8.5307E02 5.7070E02 3.0888E02 1.2031E02
228 1.9050E01 1.4198E01 8.7005E02 5.8835E02 3.1940E02 1.2465E02
230 1.9100E01 1.4262E01 8.7441E02 5.9291E02 3.2212E02 1.2577E02
232 1.9113E01 1.4277E01 8.7550E02 5.9405E02 3.2280E02 1.2605E02
234 1.9116E01 1.4281E01 8.7578E02 5.9434E02 3.2298E02 1.2612E02
236 1.9117E01 1.4282E01 8.7585E02 5.9441E02 3.2302E02 1.2614E02
238 1.9117E01 1.4283E01 8.7586E02 5.9443E02 3.2303E02 1.2615E02
240 1.9117E01 1.4283E01 8.7587E02 5.9443E02 3.2303E02 1.2615E02
EN
l¼210 1.9117E01 1.4283E01 8.7587E02 5.9443E02 3.2303E02 1.2615E02





[ xi : N
2





¼ d and XNe;l ¼ fxigN0 [ fdg. Note that the mesh
is uniform when s1 ¼ s2 ¼ d4 and s3 ¼ s4 ¼ ð1dÞ4 .
The six mesh widths are given by
h1 ¼ 8s1
N
; h2 ¼ 4ðd s1  s2Þ
N





; h5 ¼ 4ð1 d s3  s4Þ
N
; h6 ¼ 8s4
N
;
Then the discrete problem corresponding to the continuous
problem (1)–(4) is
PNe;lYðxiÞ  ed2YðxiÞ  lAðxiÞDþYðxiÞ þ BðxiÞYðxiÞ
¼ fðxiÞ; xi – d; ð12Þ
PNe;lYðdÞ  ed2YðdÞ  lAðdÞD0YðdÞ þ BðdÞYðdÞ
¼ fðdÞ; xi ¼ d; ð13Þ
Yð0Þ ¼ y0; Yð1Þ ¼ y1; ð14Þ
where d2YðxiÞ ¼ ðD
þDÞYðxiÞ
hi
, DþYðxiÞ ¼ Yðxiþ1ÞYðxiÞhiþ1 ,
DYðxiÞ ¼ YðxiÞYðxi1Þhi , D0YðxiÞ ¼
Yðxiþ1ÞYðxi1Þ














; i ¼ 1; 2.
Here hi ¼ xi  xi1; hiþ1 ¼ xiþ1  xi and hi ¼ hiþhiþ12 .Please cite this article in press as: P.M. Basha, V. Shanthi, Fitted mesh method for
problems with discontinuous source term, Ain Shams Eng J (2016), http://dx.doi.orAnalogous to the continuous case, the following discrete
maximum principle and discrete stability will hold good:
Lemma 8 (Discrete maximum principle). If ZðxiÞ is any mesh
function and Zðx0ÞP 0; ZðxNÞP 0; PNe;lZðxiÞP 0;
8 xi 2 XNe;l, then ZðxiÞP 0; 8 xi 2 XNe;l.
Lemma 9 (Discrete stability). If ZðxiÞ is any mesh function,
then
kZðxiÞk 6 maxfjz0j; jzNjg þ 1b maxfjPNe;lZðxiÞjg; 8 xi 2 XNe;l.
Lemma 10. If YðxiÞ is the solution of the discrete problem (12)–
(14), then
jYðxiÞj 6 C; xi 2 XNe;l:
Proof. Using the continuous stability bound as given in
Lemma 3, this Lemma can be proved. h4. Error analysis
Let YðxiÞ can be decomposed into the sum
YðxiÞ ¼ VðxiÞ þWðxiÞ.
Define VðxiÞ ¼ V
ðxiÞ; 1 6 i 6 N2  1;
VþðxiÞ; N2 þ 1 6 i 6 N 1
	
, where V
and Vþ are the mesh functions which approximate v to the left
and right sides of the point of discontinuity x ¼ d respectively.a weakly coupled system of singularly perturbed reaction–convection–diﬀusion
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Table 2 Maximum point-wise errors ENe;l and e-uniform maximum pointwise errors E
N
l for y2 of Example 1 for l ¼ 210 for various
values of e and N.
e Number of mesh points N
26 27 28 29 210 211
20 1.2733E05 3.3155E06 8.9156E07 2.4928E07 7.0440E08 1.7525E08
22 6.7438E05 1.8433E05 5.3563E06 1.6689E06 5.3737E07 1.4975E07
24 2.4829E04 6.9686E05 2.1122E05 6.9520E06 2.3658E06 6.8761E07
26 5.0938E04 1.4495E04 4.4839E05 1.5122E05 5.2610E06 1.5537E06
28 1.2994E03 4.1211E04 1.4392E04 5.4181E05 2.0439E05 6.3487E06
210 5.1531E03 1.6457E03 5.7316E04 2.1486E04 8.0778E05 2.5039E05
212 1.9417E02 6.4554E03 2.2652E03 8.4822E04 3.1819E04 9.8498E05
214 5.3772E02 2.3941E02 8.7359E03 3.2955E03 1.2363E03 3.8249E04
216 6.9132E02 4.0216E02 1.8698E02 8.5876E03 3.6218E03 1.2647E03
218 8.8992E02 5.1492E02 2.6498E02 1.2859E02 5.7740E03 1.9933E03
220 1.0408E01 5.7786E02 3.2675E02 1.7035E02 7.8176E03 2.7722E03
222 1.5707E01 1.0407E01 6.1690E02 3.3863E02 1.7590E02 6.6885E03
224 1.8109E01 1.3053E01 7.9187E02 5.1793E02 2.7803E02 1.0749E02
226 1.8854E01 1.3955E01 8.5577E02 5.8240E02 3.1634E02 1.2308E02
228 1.9053E01 1.4202E01 8.7775E02 6.0047E02 3.2721E02 1.2756E02
230 1.9103E01 1.4265E01 8.8340E02 6.0513E02 3.3002E02 1.2872E02
232 1.9116E01 1.4281E01 8.8483E02 6.0630E02 3.3073E02 1.2902E02
234 1.9119E01 1.4285E01 8.8518E02 6.0660E02 3.3091E02 1.2909E02
236 1.9120E01 1.4286E01 8.8527E02 6.0667E02 3.3096E02 1.2911E02
238 1.9120E01 1.4287E01 8.8530E02 6.0669E02 3.3097E02 1.2911E02
240 1.9120E01 1.4287E01 8.8530E02 6.0669E02 3.3097E02 1.2912E02
EN
l¼210 1.9120E01 1.4287E01 8.8530E02 6.0669E02 3.3097E02 1.2912E02
6 P.M. Basha, V. ShanthiLet V be the solution of the problem
PNe;lV
 ¼ fðxiÞ; xi 2 XNe;l \ X;
Vð0Þ ¼ vð0Þ; VðdÞ ¼ vðdÞ;
and let Vþ be the solution of the problem
PNe;lV
þ ¼ fðxiÞ; xi 2 XNe;l \ Xþ;
Vþð1Þ ¼ vð1Þ; VþðdÞ ¼ vðdþÞ:






r be the mesh functions











l ðxiÞ ¼ 0; 1 6 i 6
N
2
 1; Wl ð0Þ ¼ wlð0Þ;
PNe;lW
þ
l ðxiÞ ¼ 0;
N
2
þ 1 6 i 6 N 1; Wþl ð1Þ ¼ wlð1Þ;
PNe;lW

r ðxiÞ ¼ 0; 1 6 i 6
N
2
 1; Wr ð0Þ ¼ wrð0Þ;
PNe;lW
þ
r ðxiÞ ¼ 0;
N
2
þ 1 6 i 6 N 1; Wþr ð1Þ ¼ wrð1Þ;
VðdÞ þWl ðdÞ þWr ðdÞ ¼ VþðdÞ þWþl ðdÞ þWþr ðdÞ;
PNe;lV
ðdÞ þ PNe;lWl ðdÞ þ PNe;lWr ðdÞ ¼ PNe;lVþðdÞ
þ PNe;lWþl ðdÞ þ PNe;lWþr ðdÞ:
Thus YðxiÞ can be defined asPlease cite this article in press as: P.M. Basha, V. Shanthi, Fitted mesh method for
problems with discontinuous source term, Ain Shams Eng J (2016), http://dx.doi.orYðxiÞ ¼
VðxiÞ þWl ðxiÞ þWr ðxiÞ; xi 2 XNe;l \X;
VðdÞ þWl ðdÞ þWr ðdÞ ¼ VþðdÞ þWþl ðdÞ þWþr ðdÞ;
VþðxiÞ þWþl ðxiÞ þWþr ðxiÞ; xi 2 XNe;l \Xþ:
8><>:






r are given by
jWl ðxj1Þj 6 C
Yj1
i¼1
ð1þ h1hiÞ1 ¼ wlj1; wl;0 ¼ C
jWþl ðxj2Þj 6 C
Yj2
i¼N=2þ1
ð1þ h1hiÞ1 ¼ wþlj2; wl;N=2 ¼ C
jWr ðxj1Þj 6 C
YN=2
i¼j1þ1
ð1þ h2hiÞ1 ¼ wrj1; wr;N=2 ¼ C
jWþr ðxj2Þj 6 C
YN
i¼j2þ1
ð1þ h2hiÞ1 ¼ wþrj2; wr;N ¼ C;






r are defined above and
hi ¼ xi  xi1 and h1 and h2 are defined above and they take val-
ues depending on the relation between l and e.
Proof. By choosing appropriate barrier functions and follow-
ing the procedure adopted in [24,26], this Lemma can be
proved. ha weakly coupled system of singularly perturbed reaction–convection–diﬀusion
g/10.1016/j.asej.2016.05.006
Table 3 Rate of convergence for y1 of Example 1 for l ¼ 210
for various values of e and N.
e Number of mesh points N
26 27 28 29 210
20 1.97 1.95 1.93 1.93 2.13
22 1.93 1.88 1.82 1.78 1.98
24 1.90 1.83 1.74 1.70 1.90
26 1.92 1.86 1.78 1.66 1.83
28 1.92 1.58 1.41 1.41 1.69
210 1.65 1.52 1.42 1.41 1.69
212 1.59 1.51 1.42 1.41 1.69
214 1.17 1.45 1.41 1.41 1.69
216 0.78 1.10 1.12 1.25 1.52
218 0.79 0.96 1.04 1.16 1.51
220 0.82 0.44 0.89 0.99 1.47
222 0.59 0.75 0.89 0.95 1.40
224 0.47 0.72 0.64 0.90 1.37
226 0.43 0.71 0.58 0.89 1.36
228 0.42 0.71 0.56 0.88 1.36
. . . . . .
. . . . . .
. . . . . .
240 0.42 0.71 0.56 0.88 1.36
pN
l¼210 0.42 0.71 0.56 0.88 1.36
Table 4 Rate of convergence for y2 of Example 1 for l ¼ 210
for various values of e and N.
e Number of mesh points N
26 27 28 29 210
20 1.94 1.89 1.84 1.82 2.01
22 1.87 1.78 1.68 1.63 1.84
24 1.83 1.72 1.60 1.56 1.78
26 1.81 1.69 1.57 1.52 1.76
28 1.66 1.52 1.41 1.41 1.69
210 1.65 1.52 1.42 1.41 1.69
212 1.59 1.51 1.42 1.41 1.69
214 1.17 1.45 1.41 1.41 1.69
216 0.78 1.10 1.12 1.25 1.52
218 0.79 0.96 1.04 1.16 1.53
220 0.85 0.82 0.94 1.12 1.50
222 0.59 0.75 0.87 0.94 1.39
224 0.47 0.72 0.61 0.90 1.37
226 0.43 0.71 0.56 0.88 1.36
228 0.42 0.69 0.55 0.88 1.36
. . . . . .
. . . . . .
. . . . . .
240 0.42 0.69 0.55 0.87 1.36
pN
l¼210 0.42 0.69 0.55 0.87 1.36
Fitted mesh method for a weakly coupled system 7Lemma 12. At each mesh point xi 2 XNe;l, the error of the regular
component satisfies the following estimate:
jðV vÞðxiÞj 6 CN1: ð15Þ
Proof. For xi 2 XNe;l, we have
jPNe;lðV vÞðxiÞj ¼ jPNe;lVðxiÞ  PNe;lvðxiÞj
¼ jfðxiÞ  PNe;lvðxiÞj
¼ jðPe;l  PNe;lÞvðxiÞj
















By choosing appropriate barrier functions and using dis-
crete maximum principle, the desired result follows. h
The above estimate is valid for both the cases (i) l2 6 ca
 
e
and (ii) l2 P ca
 
e.
Lemma 13. For xi 2 XNe;l, we have
jWl ðxiÞ  wl ðxiÞj 6
CN1 lnN; l2 6 ca
 
e;




ð16ÞPlease cite this article in press as: P.M. Basha, V. Shanthi, Fitted mesh method for
problems with discontinuous source term, Ain Shams Eng J (2016), http://dx.doi.orjWr ðxiÞ  wr ðxiÞj 6
CN1 lnN; l2 6 ca
 
e;





Proof. Consider xi 2 XNe;l.






























 3 ! !
:
First, consider xi 2 XNe;l for P1e;lN.
If s1 ¼ d4, we have
P1e;l
NðWl  wl ÞðxiÞ
  6 CN1 lnN:
It is valid for both the cases (i) l2 6 ca
 
e and (ii) l2 P ca
 
e.
For xi 2 ð0; s1Þ, we have





6 CN1 lnN; for l2 6 c
a
 
e:a weakly coupled system of singularly perturbed reaction–convection–diﬀusion
g/10.1016/j.asej.2016.05.006
Table 5 Maximum point-wise errors ENe;l and e-uniform maximum pointwise errors E
N
l for y1 of Example 2 for l ¼ 210 for various
values of e and N.
e Number of mesh points N
26 27 28 29 210 211
20 1.9704E05 5.1687E06 1.4056E06 4.0026E07 1.1663E07 2.9612E08
22 8.6398E05 2.4439E05 7.4520E06 2.4570E06 8.3416E07 2.4142E07
24 2.9705E04 8.7471E05 2.8117E05 9.8060E06 3.4921E06 1.0456E06
26 5.2697E04 1.8454E04 7.2205E05 2.9751E05 1.1912E05 3.8314E06
28 2.1251E03 7.6483E04 3.0200E04 1.2507E04 5.0212E05 1.6174E05
210 8.3050E03 3.0726E03 1.2149E03 5.0279E04 2.0170E04 6.4942E05
212 3.1251E02 1.1738E02 4.7635E03 1.9705E03 7.8973E04 2.5405E04
214 9.6309E02 4.1529E02 1.7539E02 7.4103E03 2.9708E03 9.5500E04
216 1.5246E01 1.0647E01 5.3832E02 2.5030E02 1.0175E02 3.2954E03
218 1.8741E01 1.1779E01 6.6664E02 3.4270E02 1.6035E02 5.6460E03
220 2.2625E01 1.4336E01 8.7522E02 4.7302E02 2.2702E02 8.2280E03
222 2.6268E01 1.8234E01 1.1388E01 6.3508E02 3.1293E02 1.1379E02
224 2.7400E01 1.9578E01 1.2321E01 6.9930E02 3.4593E02 1.2672E02
226 2.7702E01 1.9948E01 1.2580E01 7.1749E02 3.5535E02 1.3058E02
228 2.7778E01 2.0043E01 1.2646E01 7.2219E02 3.5779E02 1.3159E02
230 2.7797E01 2.0067E01 1.2663E01 7.2338E02 3.5840E02 1.3184E02
232 2.7802E01 2.0073E01 1.2667E01 7.2367E02 3.5856E02 1.3190E02
234 2.7803E01 2.0074E01 1.2668E01 7.2375E02 3.5860E02 1.3192E02
236 2.7804E01 2.0075E01 1.2668E01 7.2377E02 3.5861E02 1.3192E02
238 2.7804E01 2.0075E01 1.2669E01 7.2377E02 3.5861E02 1.3192E02
240 2.7804E01 2.0075E01 1.2669E01 7.2377E02 3.5861E02 1.3192E02
EN
l¼210 2.7804E01 2.0075E01 1.2669E01 7.2377E02 3.5861E02 1.3192E02
8 P.M. Basha, V. ShanthiIf l2 P ca
 
e, then









 3 ! !





If s2 ¼ d4, we have





For l2 P ca
 
e, using the equations (9)–(11) and following
the procedure adopted in [24], we have
jP1e;lN Wr  wr
 ðxiÞj 6 CN1ðlnNÞ2:
For xi 2 ðd s2; dÞ, we have
P1e;l
N Wr  wr








If l2 P ca
 
e, thenPlease cite this article in press as: P.M. Basha, V. Shanthi, Fitted mesh method for
problems with discontinuous source term, Ain Shams Eng J (2016), http://dx.doi.orP1e;l
NðWr  wr ÞðxiÞ







 3 ! !
6 CN1ðlnNÞ2:
In the coarse mesh region ðs1; d s2Þ, using Lemmas 6, 7,
11, and following the procedure adopted in [24], it is easy to
prove that
ðWl  wl ÞðxiÞ
  6 CN1; for both the cases:
Similarly, the results for xi 2 XNe;l for P2e;lN, can be proved.
By proper choice of s3 and s4, similar results can be
obtained for xi 2 XNe;lþ for P1e;lN and P2e;lN. h
Lemma 14. At the point of discontinuity xi ¼ d, we have the fol-
lowing estimate:
jPNe;lðY yÞðdÞj 6
CN1ðlnNÞ; l2 6 ca
 
e;





Proof. Similar to the procedure adopted in [31], the proof is
given as follows:
Let hþ and h be the mesh interval sizes on the right and
left side of the point x ¼ d; h ¼ hþhþ2 and h ¼ maxfh; hþg.a weakly coupled system of singularly perturbed reaction–convection–diﬀusion
g/10.1016/j.asej.2016.05.006
Table 6 Maximum point-wise errors ENe;l and e-uniform maximum pointwise errors E
N
l for y2 of Example 2 for l ¼ 210 for various
values of e and N.
e Number of mesh points N
26 27 28 29 210 211
20 2.5379E05 6.7526E06 1.8788E06 5.5187E07 1.6588E07 4.2604E08
22 1.0998E04 3.1023E05 9.4220E06 3.0924E06 1.0454E06 3.0137E07
24 3.2451E04 9.5104E05 3.0388E05 1.0533E05 3.7326E06 1.1473E06
26 7.0399E04 2.3718E04 8.8239E05 3.4982E05 1.3665E05 4.3339E06
28 2.8171E03 9.6796E04 3.6330E04 1.4504E04 5.6907E05 1.8094E05
210 1.1055E02 3.8392E03 1.4527E03 5.8076E04 2.2782E04 7.2434E05
212 4.0822E02 1.4882E02 5.6800E03 2.2721E03 8.9080E04 2.8299E04
214 1.0676E01 5.2635E02 2.1070E02 8.5230E03 3.3454E03 1.0632E03
216 1.6247E01 1.2108E01 6.4432E02 2.8381E02 1.1462E02 3.6614E03
218 2.0265E01 1.3764E01 7.4123E02 3.8739E02 1.7612E02 6.0485E03
220 2.4491E01 1.6892E01 9.7588E02 5.2938E02 2.4913E02 8.8244E03
222 2.8056E01 2.0937E01 1.2375E01 7.0216E02 3.4162E02 1.2385E02
224 2.9161E01 2.2300E01 1.3284E01 7.7087E02 3.7944E02 1.3937E02
226 2.9455E01 2.2672E01 1.3543E01 7.9142E02 3.9022E02 1.4390E02
228 2.9530E01 2.2767E01 1.3625E01 7.9672E02 3.9302E02 1.4508E02
230 2.9549E01 2.2791E01 1.3645E01 7.9806E02 3.9372E02 1.4538E02
232 2.9554E01 2.2797E01 1.3651E01 7.9839E02 3.9390E02 1.4546E02
234 2.9555E01 2.2799E01 1.3652E01 7.9848E02 3.9394E02 1.4547E02
236 2.9555E01 2.2799E01 1.3652E01 7.9850E02 3.9395E02 1.4548E02
238 2.9555E01 2.2799E01 1.3652E01 7.9850E02 3.9395E02 1.4548E02
240 2.9555E01 2.2799E01 1.3652E01 7.9850E02 3.9395E02 1.4548E02
EN
l¼210 2.9555E01 2.2799E01 1.3652E01 7.9850E02 3.9395E02 1.4548E02
Table 7 Rate of convergence for y1 of Example 2 for l ¼ 210
for various values of e and N.
e Number of mesh points N
26 27 28 29 210
20 1.93 1.88 1.81 1.78 1.98
22 1.82 1.71 1.60 1.56 1.79
24 1.76 1.64 1.52 1.49 1.74
26 1.51 1.35 1.28 1.32 1.64
28 1.47 1.34 1.27 1.32 1.63
210 1.43 1.34 1.27 1.32 1.63
212 1.41 1.30 1.27 1.32 1.64
214 1.21 1.24 1.24 1.32 1.64
216 0.52 0.98 1.10 1.30 1.63
218 0.67 0.82 0.96 1.10 1.51
220 0.66 0.71 0.89 1.06 1.46
222 0.53 0.68 0.84 1.02 1.46
224 0.48 0.67 0.82 1.02 1.45
226 0.47 0.67 0.81 1.01 1.44
. . . . . .
. . . . . .
. . . . . .
240 0.47 0.66 0.81 1.01 1.44
pN
l¼210 0.47 0.66 0.81 1.01 1.44
Table 8 Rate of convergence for y2 of Example 2 for l ¼ 210
for various values of e and N.
e Number of mesh points N
26 27 28 29 210
20 1.91 1.85 1.77 1.73 1.96
22 1.83 1.72 1.61 1.56 1.79
24 1.77 1.65 1.53 1.50 1.70
26 1.57 1.43 1.33 1.36 1.66
28 1.54 1.41 1.32 1.35 1.65
210 1.53 1.40 1.32 1.35 1.65
212 1.46 1.39 1.32 1.35 1.65
214 1.02 1.32 1.31 1.35 1.65
216 0.42 0.91 1.18 1.31 1.65
218 0.56 0.89 0.94 1.14 1.54
220 0.54 0.79 0.88 1.09 1.50
222 0.42 0.76 0.82 1.04 1.46
224 0.39 0.75 0.79 1.02 1.44
226 0.38 0.74 0.78 1.02 1.44
. . . . . .
. . . . . .
. . . . . .
240 0.37 0.74 0.77 1.02 1.44
pN
l¼210 0.37 0.74 0.77 1.02 1.44
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10 P.M. Basha, V. ShanthiThen at the point xi ¼ xN
2
¼ d, we haveh PN1 ðY yÞðdÞ

  ¼ h f1ðdÞ  PN1 yðdÞ
 
¼ h f1ðdÞ þ ed2y1ðdÞ þ la1ðdÞD0y1ðdÞ  b11ðdÞy1ðdÞ  b12ðdÞy2ðdÞ

 
¼ h ed2y1ðdÞ þ la1ðdÞD0y1ðdÞ





























































































































y01ðtÞdtþOðh2Þ:When l2 6 ca
 
e, applying the bounds on the derivatives in
Lemma 3, we get
PN1 ðY yÞðdÞ
  6 CN1 lnN:
When l2 P ca
 
e, applying the bounds on the derivatives in
Lemma 3 and using the procedure given in [24,26], we obtain
PN1 ðY yÞðdÞ
  6 CN1ðlnNÞ2:
Similarly it can be proved that
jPN2 ðY yÞðdÞj 6
CN1ðlnNÞ; l2 6 ca
 
e;





Theorem 1. Let y be the exact solution of (1)–(4) and Y be the
numerical solution of (12)–(14). Then at each mesh point




  6 CN1ðlnNÞ; l2 6 ca e;




ð19ÞPlease cite this article in press as: P.M. Basha, V. Shanthi, Fitted mesh method for
problems with discontinuous source term, Ain Shams Eng J (2016), http://dx.doi.orProof. From Lemmas 12–14, the required result follows. h5. Numerical results
In this section, two examples are given to illustrate the compu-
tational methods discussed in this article.
Consider the following two examples of weakly coupled
system of singularly perturbed reaction–convection–diffusion
problems with discontinuous source term:
Example 1.
 ey001ðxÞ  ly01ðxÞ þ 2y1ðxÞ  y2ðxÞ ¼ f1ðxÞ; x 2 X [ Xþ;
 ey002ðxÞ  ly01ðxÞ  y1ðxÞ þ 2y2ðxÞ ¼ f2ðxÞ; x 2 X [ Xþ;
y1ð0Þ ¼ 1; y1ð1Þ ¼ 0 y2ð0Þ ¼ 1; y2ð1Þ ¼ 0;
where
f1ðxÞ ¼
1þ ex; for 0 6 x < 0:5;








; for 0:5 6 x 6 1:
(a weakly coupled system of singularly perturbed reaction–convection–diﬀusion
g/10.1016/j.asej.2016.05.006
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 ey001ðxÞ  lðxþ 1Þy01ðxÞ þ ðxþ 2Þy1ðxÞ  ðxþ 1Þy2ðxÞ ¼ f1ðxÞ;
x 2 X [Xþ;
 ey002ðxÞ  lðxþ 1Þy01ðxÞ  ðxþ 1Þy1ðxÞ þ ðxþ 2Þy2ðxÞ ¼ f2ðxÞ;
x 2 X [Xþ;
y1ð0Þ ¼ 1; y1ð1Þ ¼ 0; y2ð0Þ ¼ 1; y2ð1Þ ¼ 0;
where
f1ðxÞ ¼
xþ 1; for 0 6 x < 0:5;




xþ 2; for 0 6 x < 0:5;
2; for 0:5 6 x 6 1:

















Figure 2 (a) Numerical solution and (b) error for Exam












Figure 1 (a) Numerical solution and (b) error for Exam
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problems with discontinuous source term, Ain Shams Eng J (2016), http://dx.doi.orThe maximum pointwise errors ENe;l and e-uniform maxi-
mum pointwise errors ENl applied to Example-1 and
Example-2 for l ¼ 210 and various values of e and N are pre-
sented in Tables 1, 2, 5 and 6 respectively. Approximate orders
of convergence pNe;l and e-uniform orders of convergence p
N
l
applied to Example-1 and Example-2 for l ¼ 210 are tabu-
lated in Tables 3, 4, 7 and 8 respectively. For a finite set of val-
ues e ¼ f20; 22; . . . ; 240g, maximum point-wise errors ENe;l are
computed as ENe;l ¼ maxxi2XNe;l Y
N
j  eY4096j  for j= 1, 2, whereeY4096j is the piecewise linear interpolant of the mesh function
Y4096j onto [0,1]. From these values, maximum pointwise e-
uniform errors are calculated by ENl ¼ maxeENe;l. Further, the
























ple 1 when l ¼ 101; e ¼ 103 ðl2 > eÞ and N= 256.










ple 1 when l ¼ 107; e ¼ 103 ðl2 < eÞ and N= 256.
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12 P.M. Basha, V. ShanthiFrom Tables 3, 4,7 and 8, it is noted that when l2 P ca
 
e,
the orders approach the first order. However, when l2 6 ca
 
e,
we observe the appearance of the second order rates. The
numerical solution and error for Example 1 for both the cases
are plotted in Figs. 1 and 2.
6. Conclusions
Motivated by the works of two parameter problems, a weakly
coupled system of singularly perturbed reaction–convection–
diffusion boundary value problems with discontinuous source
term was examined. A difference scheme using fitted mesh
method on Shishkin mesh was constructed to solve the prob-
lem which generates parameter-uniform convergence. Numer-
ical results were presented, which agree with the theoretical
results.
Remark. The authors are currently developing numerical
methods to obtain second order convergence for the coupled
system of singularly perturbed reaction–convection–diffusion
problems.Acknowledgements
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